Premium
Resin Abrasive Blades
Longer Life,
Great Quality
Buehler’s new resin abrasive
blades are individually targeted
to cut a full range of metallic
materials and last up to 3 times
longer than competitor blades.
Users can rely on the consistency
of the blades while the longevity
leads to fewer blade
changeovers and purchases.

Efficient

QR Scanning

Buehler’s premium resin
abrasive blades cut through
samples fast without sacrificing
cut quality. Have confidence in the
consistency, cut quality and new
prolonged life of these blades to
improve your preparation process.

Buehler’s new abrasive blades come
with QR codes to access blade information and simplify the reordering
process. Simply scan and follow the
link to place your order.

Strong Partner, Reliable Solutions

This line of resin blades is compatible with
all current Buehler equipment and any
machine with a 1.25in [32mm] arbor.
The resin construction ensures users will
not be bothered by the excessive odor that
rubber bonded blades can produce.

Ordering Information
1.25in [32mm] Arbor (Qty 10)

Recommended Use

10in [254mm] 12in [305mm] 14in [356mm]

Non Ferrous Materials

16in [406mm]
10-31650-010

Ferrous Materials HRC 35-50

10-31014-010

10-31218-010

10-31416-010

10-31616-010

Ferrous Materials HRC 50-60

10-31014-010

10-31212-010

10-31412-010

10-31612-010

Ferrous Materials >HRC 60

10-31218-010

10-31410-010

10-31610-010

Super Alloys

10-31205-010

10-31405-010

10-31605-010

All New
The 14in [356mm] and 16in [406mm] abrasive blades are perfect to use with Buehler’s new AbrasiMet XL Pro (Item 10-2320-400). This floor standing cutter, which
can accommodate blades up to 18in [457mm], meets all of your abrasive cutting
needs. The 10in [254mm] and 12 in [305mm] abrasive blades are perfect to use with
Buehler’s new AbrasiMet M (Item 10-10107-200/400). This benchtop cutter is great
for cutting small and medium sized samples at a great value. Contact your sales
representative to request a quote! https://bhlr.io/2Z4MqhG
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